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ABSTRACT

In the framework of hidden Markov models �HMM� or
hybrid HMM�Arti�cial Neural Network �ANN� systems�
we present a new approach towards speech recognition�
The general idea is to split the whole frequency band
�represented in terms of critical bands� into a few sub�
bands on which di�erent recognizers are independently
applied and then recombined at a certain speech unit
level to yield global scores and a global recognition de�
cision� The preliminary results presented in this paper
show that such an approach� even using quite simple
recombination strategies� can yield at least compara�
ble performance on clean speech while providing signi��
cantly better robustness in the case of speech corrupted
by narrowband noise�

� INTRODUCTION

Current ASR systems treat any incoming signal as one
entity� Even when only a single frequency component
is corrupted �e�g� by a selective additive noise�� the
whole feature vector is corrupted� and typically the per�
formance of the recognizer is severely impaired�

The work of Fletcher and his colleagues 	
� �see the
insightful review of his work in 	��� suggests that human
decoding of the linguistic message is based on decisions
within narrow frequency subbands that are processed
quite independently of each other� Recombination of
decisions from these subbands is done at some interme�
diate level and in such a way that the global error rate
is equal to the product of error rates in the subbands�

Whether or not this is an accurate statement for dis�
parate bands in continuous speech �the relevant Fletcher
experiments were done with nonsense syllables using
highpass or lowpass �lters only�� we see some engineer�
ing reasons for considering some form of this subband
approach

�� The message may be impaired �e�g�� by noise� only
in some speci�c frequency bands� When recogni�
tion is based on several independent decisions from

di�erent frequency subbands� the decoding of lin�
guistic message need not be severely impaired� as
long as the remaining clean subbands supply su��
ciently reliable information�

�� Some subbands may be inherently better for certain
classes of speech sounds than others�

�� Transitions between more stationary segments of
speech do not necessarily occur at the same time
across the di�erent frequency bands� which makes
the piecewise stationary assumption more fragile�
The subband approach may have the potential of
relaxing the synchrony constraint inherent in cur�
rent HMM systems�


� Di�erent recognition strategies might ultimately be
applied in di�erent subbands�

The approach may yield a recognizer that is basi�
cally independent of the phase between the di�erent
frequency subbands �up to the average duration of the
speech units used for recombination��

Preliminary work in this direction has recently been
reported� e�g�� in 	��� Although the recombination
scheme in 	�� was quite simple� and no optimization of
the frequency bands was performed� this work yielded
results that were quite similar to the results of conven�
tional full�band recognizers used for comparison� How�
ever� the resulting system was not tested for conditions
of narrowband noise degradation �for which this kind of
approach should prove to be most interesting��

The work described here has some similarity to this
earlier work� though in the new e�ort there has been an
attempt to ��� better formalize the problem from a sta�
tistical pattern recognition viewpoint� ��� determine the
optimal way of recombining frequency subband recog�
nizers� and ��� test the systems both under the �clean�
condition and for the case of narrowband noise degra�
dation�
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Figure � General form of the HMM with intra�word
anchor points� There are K frequency bands� For each
frequency band� a HMMmodel or an ANN�HMMmodel
is used� The merging is done at any level with an ap�
propriate probabilities combination formalism�

� APPROACH

It is perhaps obvious that a core issue in the design of
any subband�based system is the choice of the number
and position of the constituent subbands� Once these
are determined� the approach presented here will fun�
damentally consist of the combination of the output of
multiple recognizers� one for each band� at some level of
representation� Fundamentally� each of these recogniz�
ers consists of a probability estimator and a time�warp
engine�

Of course� there is less information in a subband than
in the whole band� the partial decisions may thus be less
reliable� To avoid too much �exibility in choosing the
time�warping path it is necessary to re�introduce some
constraints at a higher level� This is done by forcing
synchrony �in terms of the underlying segmentation� of
the di�erent independent frequency band recognizers at
some level� as shown Figure �� In other words� the scores
of the di�erent subband recognizers are recombined at
a certain speech unit level �i�e�� over a certain time seg�
ment� to yield a global score and a global decision� Up
to now we have done this at the state� phoneme or word
levels� although we are interested in looking at other
units for this purpose �e�g�� syllable�� We note here that
while this is quite easy at the HMM state level �and
at the word level� in the case of isolated word recogni�
tion�� it is no longer straightforward at any intermediate
subword unit level �simply using the standard one�pass
dynamic programming approach�� Rather� the system
can either use an approach based on the classic ��level
dynamic time warping algorithm� or else an adaptation
of HMM decomposition 	��� This will be discussed fur�
ther in an upcoming paper�

Although Fletcher�s recombination criterion 	�� 
� sug�
gests an attractive optimum �since zero error in any
band yields zero error overall�� we are not aware of any
statistical formalism for achieving this� Thus� we de�
cided to perform statistical recombination of the fre�
quency subbands according to

P �X jM� � f�fwkg� fP �XkjMk�g� ���

where M represents the word�sentence model� Mk

the same word or sentence model for the k�th frequency
band� X the full band acoustic vector sequence� Xk the
sequence of �critical band� acoustic parameters for the
k�th band� and wk are the recombination parameters�
In the work reported here we tested two di�erent re�
combination functions f���

f��� �

KX

k��

wk logP �XkjMk� ���

or
f��� �MLPwk�logP �XkjMk�� ���

where MLPwk represented a multilayer perceptron
�MLP� parametrized in terms of wk�s and with
logP �XkjMk�� �k� at its input�� P �XkjMk� thus rep�
resents the likelihood of a partial �frequency limited�
sequence Xk given a HMM Mk� This can be computed
with a standard HMM or a hybrid HMM�ANN� The
latter solution has been considered in this paper�

� RECOMBINATION STRATEGIES

In our current work� the recombination has been tested
at both the HMM state level as well as at the word level�

Two di�erent strategies have been considered for re�
combination at the state level

�� Normalized phoneme�level recognition rates in each
frequency band�

Normalized phoneme�level recognition rates inside
each frequency band were used as weighting fac�
tors� These weighting factors represent the relative
amount of information �between � and �� present
in each frequency band for each speech unit class�
They are normalized to sum to ��

These weights are computed on the clean training
data set only and are not adapted to the test data�
As later reported in Table �� it is quite striking that
this strategy alone already yields good robustness
to narrowband noise�

�� Normalized S�N ratios in each frequency band�

As usually done for spectral subtraction 	��� the
S�N ratio in each frequency subband was estimated
on the basis of the subband energy histogram �see
Figure � for an example�� However� unlike the
case of spectral subtraction� these histograms are
used to compute the relative reliability of each
frequency subband� As shown in the example of
Figure �� the distance between the two peaks of
the histograms �for positive log S�N ratios� the
lowest energy peak corresponding to silence�noise
frames and the highest energy peak corresponding
the speech�noise frames� is a function of the S�N
ratio�

�Ultimately� we intend to use discriminant forms of ��������
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Figure � Energy histogram for ��� sec of clean speech
for the ��		�
		Hz� frequency subband�
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Figure � Resulting freq� subband dependent SNR
��	 equally spaced freq� bands for� �o�clean speech�
���added sine wave at �			 Hz� �x� Gaussian noise
�ltered around �			 Hz� SNR��	dB� ��� Gaussian
white noise� SNR��	 dB�

The S�N ratio in each subband is often estimated
by �tting two Gaussians on the histogram� In the
present work� we instead implemented a simple one�
dimensional form of online clustering algorithm to
compute and perform online adaptation of the two
peak energies �E� for the lowest energy and E� for
the highest energy�� The SNR in each subband is

then computed as the ratio �E��E��
E�

in dB� Exam�
ples of resulting SNRs for �� frequency subbands
with di�erent noise conditions are presented in Fig�
ure �� These S�N ratios� normalized to sum up to
�� were used as wk�s in equation ����

The recombination at the word level has been per�
formed via an MLP� according to equation ����

� EXPERIMENTS

In the following experiment� we used ��state phone mod�
els� �� critical bands were used for the full band sys�
tem and three subbands �spanning 	�������� 	�
��������

FB No�W Acc�W SNR�W MLP
clean ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
noisy ����� ���� ���� ���� �

Table � Isolated word recognition ��	� German words�
telephone speech and noise was additive white noise
in the �st frequency band� �	dB SNR� Critical band
energies were used as features� �FB� refers to regu�
lar full band recognizer� �No�W� refers to subband re�
combination at state level without any weighting� �Acc�
W�� state recombination with weights proportional to
phonetic subband accuracy� �SNR�W�� state recombi�
nation with weights proportional to automatically es�
timated subband SNR� The column �MLP� refers to
subband recombination at word level using an MLP� All
percentages refer to a test set with �� speakers uttering
each word once�

and 	���
�
���� Hz� for the three subband HMM�ANN
recognizers� Note that the overlap is only due to the
critical band �lter characteristics� Each band roughly
encompasses one formant� The database consisted of
��� German isolated command words� telephone speech�
with �� speakers in the test set�

The features used for each recognizer were critical
band energies complemented by their �rst temporal
derivatives� and � frames of contextual information were
used at the input of the ANN� State level and word level
recombinations were tested� In the case of word level
merging� an MLP with ��� �words� � � �bands� input
units and ��� output units was trained on normalized
log likelihoods from the clean training data�

Results from the experiments are reported in Table ��
Recognition performance of the di�erent recombination
strategies are compared with the full band approach� in
case of clean speech and noisy speech �additive white
noise in the �st subband� ��dB SNR�� For clean speech
we have been able to achieve results that were at least
as good as the conventional full�band recognizer �though
for this size test set the di�erences are not statistically
signi�cant at p � �����

When one of the frequency bands is contaminated by
selective noise� the multi�band recognizer yields much
more graceful degradation than the broad�band recog�
nizer� The best results have been achieved using weight�
ings derived from S�N estimates� However� we have ob�
served that even without any knowledge about the S�N
ratio in subbands 	using equal weighting ��No�W�� or
subband accuracy weighting ��Acc�W��� the subband
recognizer still yields much better results than the con�
ventional full�band recognizer�



� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper� we presented the basis of our subband�
based speech recognition system and preliminary exper�
imental results� We believe that these results are quite
striking and also particularly promising� These results
have also been achieved with very little tuning and at
an early stage of development for the method� Among
other factors� we still have to consider

� Number of frequency bands So far� we have used
� frequency bands roughly centered on the typical
range for the �rst three formants� However� the
number of these subbands� their width� as well as
their possible overlap� still need to be optimized�
The issue of number of subband is further discussed
in 	���

� Recombination level So far we tested the recom�
bination at the HMM state level and at the word
level� However� there could be another intermedi�
ate level that is more appropriate to this kind of
approach� Candidate units could be the phone� the
diphone� the demisyllable� or the syllable�

� Recombination criterion So far we have mainly
tested a likelihood based recombination�

� Weighting scheme Other techniques able to esti�
mate online the reliability of each frequency sub�
band relatively to the others and taking larger time
information into account should be investigated�

� Features In this paper we have reported results us�
ing critical band energies� As will be reported in 	���
we are now experimenting with cepstral process�
ing of each frequency subband and this seems to
further improve performance� In other work� we
have recently observed that the subband approach
also yielded better robustness to narrowband noise
when compared to standard speech recognition ap�
proaches with noise cancellation capabilities� How�
ever� these techniques can also be applied to the
subband approach� We are planning to combine
subband approaches� which appear to have im�
proved robustness to narrowband noise� with J�
RASTA approaches� which appear to have im�
proved robustness for steady�state wideband noise
	���
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